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APPENDIX 1  

Presentation by Mr Dennis Cohen, Group Chief Financial Officer & Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
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APPENDIX 2 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE AUDITED ACCOUNTS 
 
 

Question Mr David Rose asked about dividends paid by NCB Capital Markets Limited to National 
Commercial Bank Jamaica Limited in the context where a dividend was not declared by 
NCBFG to shareholders. 

Response Mr Cohen responded that NCB Capital Markets Limited has an independent dividend 
policy and payment was made consistent with that policy.  The Group’s dividend 
arrangement was different and separate from the policy of NCBCM.  

Question Mr Rose asked whether the increase in staff cost year over year had anything to do with 
COVID 19. 

Response Mr Cohen explained that it represented the usual increase in salaries and allowances for 
the financial year. There was also an exceptional cost based on a payment in the current 
period related to the prior year. 
 
 

  

 
 

APPENDIX 3 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS 

 

Question Ms. Lorna Scharschmidt indicated that she had not received any dividend payments 
recently and expressed concern about the lack of communication with regards to dividend 
payments. 

Response Mr Garcia indicated that the information regarding the position related to dividends at this 
time was available publicly on the Jamaica Stock Exchange website, the Trinidad and 
Tobago Stock Exchange website and Myncb.com website. 

Question  Mr David Rose asked if any agreement had been secured from shareholders who held 
more than 1% of the Company’s issued shares to facilitate dividends being declared. 

Response Mr Garcia responded that consent would be required from all shareholders who would 
not be receiving dividends and that had not been received. 

Question  Mr Carl Carby expressed concern about the non-payment of dividends and asked if 
consideration  had been given to paying even a small dividend. 

Response Mr Cohen referred to the Secretary’s response earlier regarding obtaining consent of all 
the shareholders who hold more than 1% of shares.  Second, he indicated that the focus 
was on long term sustainability of the organisation. He explained that in the light of the 
pandemic, it was not business as usual and it was prudent and common in even stable 
financial institutions not to pay dividends at the time. He encouraged the shareholders to 
focus on the long term and put less emphasis on the short term dividend receipts.  He 
said that there were strong indications that the Company would return to its regular 
dividend payment pattern in due course. 
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APPENDIX 4 
GENERAL COMMENTS/QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  

 

Question Mr Randy Aird asked when access would be allowed to the Stock Exchanges  in Trinidad 
& Tobago and Barbados now that NCB Capital Markets Limited (NCBCM) had its own 
trading platform. 

Response  Mr Steven Gooden (Chief Executive Officer, NCBCM) indicated that last year a Barbados 
Stock Exchange licence was obtained for NCB Capital Markets (Barbados) Limited and 
that NCB Global Finance Limited had recently applied for a relevant licence in the Trinidad 
and Tobago.  Once the licences had been obtained the system would be rolled out in both 
territories which would allow investors to participate to the extent that they had accounts.  

Question Mr Randy Aird asked about any plans for NCB to become a world global bank. 
 

Response Mr Hylton responded that the immediate focus was on the 2024 aspiration to which he 
had spoken earlier in the meeting of becoming a Caribbean financial ecosystem.  He 
indicated that the Group now operated in approximately 20 countries across the region.  
He said plans were in place to enhance operations and improve performance to a level 
to achieve regional dominance while at the same time committing to obtaining world class 
standards so that wherever the opportunity presented itself and once it was consistent 
with the plans and strategies then approaches would be made into those areas where the 
opportunity exists. 

Question Mr Willis asked what were the measures in place to reduce the Company’s leverage. 

Response Mr Cohen indicated that the focus was driven by a build-up of retained earnings and being 
fairly conservative with dividends. He said that discussions about other relevant activities 
were being held, but were confidential at this time and would be disclosed in a few 
months. He added that the matter was certainly a significant topic for the Board. 

Question  Mr David Rose referred to NCB holding the majority of Jamaica’s tourism related debts 
and travel being restricted to Jamaica as well as low occupancy levels in the hotels, and 
asked how NCB planned to address the heightened risk associated with the tourism and 
hospitality related industry. 

Response Mr Cohen made reference to the Chairman’s opening remarks about the institution being 
seasoned in managing crises.  He said that this was just another crisis and that the status 
was not expected to remain forever. Also, with the recent developments regarding 
vaccination, the US Election and the decisions regarding stimulus etc. the focus was on 
providing a bridge for customers to endure the crisis. He suggested that it was more a 
question of duration and the strength of the bridge but that the team was optimistic and 
expected to be out of it in a few months. 
 

Question  Mr David Rose asked if there had been a tightening of credit requirements for unsecured 
loans and a subsequent increase in collateralised assets to match the associated level of 
risks in the COVID 19 environment.  
 

Response Mr Septimus Blake indicated that there was no tightening of the parameters for the 
extension of credit. There was, however, consistent updating of views in terms of 
emerging risks and adjustments were done accordingly.  
 

Question  Mr Ralston Samuels asked whether, with NCB constantly innovating and pioneering 
digitization initiatives to improve its efficiency rate, the team was satisfied with the benefits 
being obtained from innovation.  
 

Response Mr Hylton responded that generally there was satisfaction with the benefits of the 
innovations. He said there would be a deepening of digitization because it would enable 
greater efficiencies across the business. He explained that the adoption of some of the 
innovations had to be accelerated and the inability to recently improve the efficiency ratio 
in the manner desired was driven by the challenges of the current crisis. The current 
environment had impacted on the financial performance of the business and was not a 
reflection of a general deterioration in the operating performance of the business.    

Question Mr Mark Gayle asked about the rationale or justification for not containing staff costs but 
allowing them to erode net income, given the fact that net operating income had not 
moved substantially for the last quarter compared to the corresponding quarter the 
previous year.   
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Response 
 

Mr Cohen responded that a big part of the reduction that was noted resulted from a 
reduction in spreads in the market; in addition, there had been the effects from a falloff in 
asset prices.  The scale of the operation in the organisation had not contracted and there 
had not been a contraction in operations; therefore, there was no imperative to contract 
staffing. In fact, there had been an expansion in total assets by approximately 10% and 
growth in the number of transactions in many aspects of the business.  Thus, while there 
had been a reduction in net income as a result of spread compression and reduced asset 
prices, the general scale of the business remained intact and in some areas would have 
increased. 

Question   Mr David Rose noted that Clarien has not paid any dividend to NCBFG since its 
acquisition and enquired what was the current outlook and expectation of when there 
would be a more positive contribution to the Group.  

Response Mr Cohen responded that Clarien had been doing fairly well, especially in the context of 
the economic climate. Bermuda, he explained, was also dependent on tourism and in 
spite of the contraction in tourism globally, Clarien remained profitable. He noted that the 
focus for Clarien had been preservation of capital and also liquidity because it is a deposit 
taking institution and, as was the case with the National Commercial Bank Jamaica 
Limited, the focus was on long term sustainability,  liquidity and capital preservation. 

Question Mr David Rose asked whether the transfer of the portfolio of NCB Insurance Company 
Limited, now NCB Insurance Agency and Fund Managers Limited (NCBIA) to Guardian 
Life Limited meant that the future net profit attributable to shareholders would be recorded 
at only 62% of what was attributable to the $8 billion profit engine which NCB Insurance 
Company Limited had been. 

Response  Mr Cohen responded that while on the surface it might appear that way, significant 
synergies in operations were expected with the combination of the portfolio. Effectively, 
the expectation was that shareholders would be getting 62% of a bigger number of 
Guardian Life Limited. The transaction had also freed up capital in NCBIA.  NCBIA also 
retains the pension fund aspect of the business which was also significant as NCBFG 
continued to get 100% of the return from that line. 

Question Mr Ralston Samuels asked what the expectations were in relation to the organisation’s 
future reserves and possible releases of reserves that were built up in anticipation of 
massive defaults, or if plans were being made for enforcing more credit defaults, given 
the near to medium term economic uncertainties arising from the pandemic and likely 
lingering recessionary events.  

Response  Mr Cohen indicated that based on recent developments, the forecast was beginning to 
look more positive.  With the development of vaccines, more certainties in relation to the 
U.S. elections etc. there was a consensus that the end was in sight. If things continued 
along this path, then there should be some recovery. Comments by the Bank of Jamaica 
indicated an expectation of growth in the next fiscal year and expectation of recovery to 
pre-COVID-19 levels in the fiscal year following; the Group’s direction could be expected 
to be consistent with the expectation of the Jamaican economy.  A positive outlook was 
beginning to emerge and over time there should accordingly be a reclaiming of those 
reserves.  

Question  Mr David Rose asked whether in the light of the falling apart of the FCIB/CIBC deal if 
NCBFG would be considering expanding its banking reach throughout the Caribbean by 
purchasing some of the assets  or banks in the region. 

Response  Mr Hylton responded that to the extent there were opportunities and they were consistent 
with the direction in which the Group was going and NCBFG was able to capitalise, such 
opportunities could be explored. However, at this time there were no announcements to 
be made in relation to any transactions. When that time comes, the necessary 
announcements would be made. 

Question  The question was asked about the plan to extract more for NCBFG from its overseas 
subsidiaries. 
 

Response  Mr Hylton responded that the plan was two dimensional: first to work with overseas 
subsidiaries to enhance their own performance and second to determine where there 
were synergies and complementary initiatives on which to capitalise.  Initiatives such as 
optimising the benefits of the sale of the NCBIA portfolio to Guardian Life Limited, and a 
host of other initiatives, were being pursued.  With those efforts continuing the benefits 
would be seen going forward. 
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